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About Simpliaxis 
Simpliaxis excels in delivering personalized corporate training solutions that 
cater to enterprise teams seeking to enhance their employees' job-specific 
skills. Our comprehensive programs, offered live virtual instruction-based 
training sessions, are led by certified trainers specializing in refining your 
learning journey. This empowers your teams to not only meet industry 
standards but surpass them.

We prioritise a hands-on approach that involves tool-based learning, guided 
instruction, progress tracking, and precise grading. Our strength lies in tailoring 
the curriculum to align with your team's and company's requirements. With a 
diverse pool of consultants boasting cross-industry experience, we offer 
versatile learning options, including online, offline, and self-paced formats.

Join Simpliaxis 3-day online SAFe® for Architects training and explore the key to 
Agile architecture. Participants delve into roles, responsibilities, and Agile 
architects' unique perspectives, aligning architecture with business value in a 
SAFe® Lean-Agile context.

 

Years Experienced
Trainers 

Expert Trainers Certified 
Professional Clients

4.9/5 TrustScore
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Key Features
    3 day comprehensive online Training

    1 year certified membership as a 
    SAFe® 6.0 Architect, along with access
    to the ARCH Community of Practice

    Access to the comprehensive course guide

    Simpliaxis is a Gold Partner of Scaled Agile, Inc

    SAFe® 6.0 Architect digital badge to endorse
    your certification online

    Mock Question practice
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SAFe® 6.0 for Architects Certification Training 
Course Overview
SAFe® Architects fosters collaboration and alignment within enterprises 
worldwide. The Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe®) empowers organizations to 
conquer the challenges of developing and delivering enterprise-class software 
and systems.

By taking this course, individuals will better understand how architecture is vital 
in facilitating continuous value flow in a Lean-Agile enterprise. Upon 
completion, graduates will have the skills and knowledge to align architecture 
with business value, plan the architectural runway for successful delivery, and 
provide leadership during Lean-Agile transformations.

SAFe® certified professionals are in high demand, known for leading Agile lean 
transformations, driving sustainable growth, achieving faster time-to-market, 
and boosting productivity. This program grants the SAFe® 6.0 Architect 
certification and deepens understanding of the crucial SAFe® Architect role 
within an enterprise.

Prerequisites
SAFe® for Architect Certification prerequisites include:

    • Knowing about the application of Lean-Agile principles
    • Completion of a minimum of one SAFe course
    • Experience in at least one Agile Release Train (ART) and 
       one Program Increment (PI)
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Skills Covered in SAFe® 6.0 for 
Architects Certification Training

• Releasing on Demand and DevOps
• System, solution, and enterprise
   architects play 
• Significant roles of Architecture
   and business value 
• Roadmaps, Solution Vision, 
   and Solution Intent
• Planning for Programme Increment
• Providing support for Continuous
   Delivery during PI execution
• Value Streams and Strategic Themes
• Managing a Lean-Agile transformation
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Who can attend the SAFe® 6.0 for Architects 
Certification Training

Agile Coaches Consultants Architects

Solution Architects Scrum Masters Agile Trainers System Architects
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Better Business Alignment:
Certified SAFe for Architects 
professionals can effectively 
align architectural decisions 
with the organization's strategic 
goals and business value, 
ensuring that architecture 
supports and enhances the 
overall objectives.

Efficient Architectural Planning:
These certified architects are 
equipped to plan and establish 
an architectural runway, 
providing a solid foundation for 
successfully delivering projects 
and products within the SAFe 
framework.

Leadership and Coaching:
SAFe for Architects professionals 
plays a crucial role in leadership 
and coaching during Program 
Increment Planning and 
execution, helping teams make 
informed architectural decisions 
and facilitating the agile 
development process.

Competitive Salary Growth:
Professionals with SAFe for 
Architects certification are in high 
demand in the industry due to 
their valuable skills. As a result, 
they often enjoy significant salary 
hikes year after year, making it a 
rewarding career choice.

Clear Architectural Vision:
They have the skills to develop 
and communicate a clear 
architectural vision and mission 
to guide teams, ensuring that 
everyone is on the same page 
regarding the architectural 
direction of a project.

Course Benefits
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Curriculum

Your Journey Path to Get SAFe® 6.0  for Architects 
Certification Training Course

Go Through the Exam:
Complete your

SAFe® Architects 
Certification exam

Become Certified:
Collect your 

SAFe® certification

Complete Training:
with Simpliaxis,

a Scaled Agile Gold Partner

>>>>>>> >>>>>>>

• Exemplifying Lean-Agile architecture

• Architecting for DevOps and Release on Demand

• Aligning architecture with business value

• Developing Solution Vision, Solution Intent, and Roadmaps

• Coordinating architecture throughout PI Planning

• Supporting Continuous Delivery during PI execution

• Supporting new Strategic Themes and Value Streams

• Leading as an architect during a Lean-Agile transformation

• Preparing architecture for Program Increment (PI) Planning



https://www.linkedin.com/company/simpliaxis-inc/mycompany/
https://www.facebook.com/people/Simpliaxis-India/100094342751161/ https://www.instagram.com/simpliaxis/� https://twitter.com/simpliaxishttps://in.pinterest.com/simpliaxis/ https://www.youtube.com/@simpliaxis635

www.simpliaxis.comsupport@simpliaxis.com

+353(89)9522027
(Ireland)

+1-249-500-3143
(Canada)

+1-361-998-9988
(USA)

+91 9611723780
(India)
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